HRGAC Field Course Rules and Contests
General:
 Weeks 1 -3 will use the Field Targets 4 arrows/target (scores: black center 5, white 4 ring, black 3 ring)
 Weeks 4-5 will use the Animal Targets (scores: X as additional point, vital, and non vitals) must shoot 3 scores during this 2 week period
o Scoring will be as follows:
 1st arrow: X=21pts, vital = 20pts, non vital = 18pts (if arrow didn’t score – shoot arrow 2)
 shoot 2nd arrow from next stake: X=17pts, vital = 16pts, non vital = 14pts
 (if a miss) shoot 3rd arrow from next stake: X=13pts, vital = 12pts, non vital = 10pts
 Shoot only 1 scoring arrow per target face (if all first arrows score, only 14 arrows will be
shot in the round)
 Weeks 6-8 will use the Hunter Targets (scores: white 5 spot, black 4 and 3 ring)
o 4 arrows/target * 14 targets = 56 arrows/round
o Targets will have either 1 stake (4 arrows/stake), 2 stakes (2 arrows/stake), or 4 stakes (1 arrow/stake)

Separate stakes will be used for weeks 1-4, 5-8, & 9-12. All stakes are between 20ft – 70 yds.
 An arrow that is crossing/breaking/touching a ring will result in the higher score being recorded
 Scratch Score Maximum is 280pts (294pts possible in the Animal round)
 Weekly scores MUST be recorded in the League Binder.
 Shooting ahead is encouraged when possible. Makeup scores should not lag by more than 1 week. Be aware
that the targets will only be up for 4 weeks.
 All targets (practice & field) are set with one rangefinder. Shoot from designated stake, regardless of your personal
range finder.
Handicaps:
 Members will have their handicap calculated when 2 rounds have been completed.
 Handicap calculation will be as follows:
o (280 – Average score) * 0.85 = Handicap.
o “Average score” is based on the average of your previous two scores entered
 Weeks 1 and 2 handicap will be based on scores from those two weeks
o Weekly Scratch score + Handicap = Weekly handicap score. Handicapped max score is 280 (294 for
Animal round). (Ex. Scratch score of 250 + a handicap of 35 will result in a handicapped score of 280)
o Separate handicaps will be calculated for each target face (field, animal, hunter)
Please send questions to Scott Westphal
scokat@msn.com
612-419-2027

